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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present an interactive software
prototype for fluid flow problems in civil
engineering including:
•

Computational Steering based optimization of an
HVAC system

•

Measuring, Control and Regulation Techniques
for the HVAC systems based on software agents

•

Automated dimensioning of an air-conditioning
system via agent-controlled batch runs.

•

Integration into a VR-Environment

•

High performance computing and efficient
methods for model transfers (e.g. automatic grid
generation).

•

A web-based multi-user access as a co-operative
framework for engineers of different disciplines.

•

High-level control functions for the design
process

INTRODUCTION
Functional Design of complex CAE objects requires
a close co-operation of specialists in various
disciplines. Especially in the early design phase, the
effort to correct errors or inadequacies is relatively
small. As the design goals of the different
engineering disciplines often tend to be mutually
exclusive, efficient communication between the
engineering specialists is essential for an effective
design process and mandatory for economic
optimization during the design and the operational
phase of the HVAC installation.
A framework based on a partially automated
computer-assisted system can substantially improve
design flaws as well as the cost efforts for the
planning process. Furthermore, interactive and
cooperative optimization features of this framework
based on Computational Steering approaches can
increase the efficiency of the multidisciplinary
workflow.

constant airflow rates of inlets. The dynamical
behavior of HVAC installations depending on the
climatic conditions inside a room which is controlled
by measuring and control techniques cannot be
modeled within these simulations. Yet, for a realistic
modeling of HVAC techniques, such features are
essential.

SIMULATION PROTOTYPE
The presented prototype is based on a heuristic
strategy: A group of engineers from different
disciplines come together in an interactive and virtual
design space representing e.g. an open-plan office
and evaluate interactively the mutual implications of
their specific design variants online. As an example,
we consider a group consisting of an architect, an
interior decorator and a building control systems
engineer. Depending on the position of the office
furniture and the HVAC installation a human
wellness index is computed. The wellness factor is
based on the PMV- Index (Predicted Mean Vote
[Ritschel, 1994]), depending on the temperature, the
humidity and the velocity of the airflow inside the
office, as well as on additional values (like work
activity and clothing of the people inside the room)
defined by the user.
The engineers have the opportunity to locally or
globally optimize the PMV-Index by interactively
moving objects and modifying parameters of the
HVAC installation within the geometric modeling
environment. If the geometry, the boundary
conditions or the behavior of the HVAC installation
change, the index will be recomputed and visualized
automatically.
This prototype also supports the interactive
optimization and dimensioning of the former chosen
HVAC installation by the building control systems
engineer. Thus different geometric, control and
regulation parameters of the HVAC system can be
modified. This is done by “sensor” software agents
who receive the required data automatically from the
CFD kernel by utilizing the computational steering
capabilities of the prototype.

Today common building simulation systems usually
compute stationary states of HVAC systems with
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Thus, the time dependent reactions of the HVAC
installation behavior can be studied, analyzed and
modified in a single simulation sequence.
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Figure 1: System layout of the prototype

System layout
The prototype is based on the modules as illustrated
in Figure 1. The virtual design space and the HVAC
functionality are provided in the modeler which is
based on the Autodesk Architectural Desktop (ADT)
[Autodesk]. For global data management we use an
extended IFC product model (Industry Foundation
Classes) [IFC].
For the simulation process product model specific
data are being transformed into geometric objects (BRep representations) including their physical
attributes relevant for the CFD simulation. These
data are transferred from the modeler to the preprocessor and finally to the CFD kernel [Tölke et al.,
2003].
Thus, the geometrical objects will be converted by
the modeler to facet model data (triangulated surface
model) and send to the pre-processor, an octree
based grid generator which converts the data to a
grid required by the CFD-kernel. The attributes of
the facet model objects are adapted to the
corresponding nodes of the CFD-grid and will trigger
a consistent behavior in the CFD-kernel. This
automatic 3D-grid generation substantially optimizes
the interactive workflow of the prototype and allows
short design cycles.
The simulation kernel is a research CFD prototype
implementation based on a Lattice-Boltzmann
approach [Tölke et al., 2003, Treeck et al., 2005].
Parallelization is accelerated by asynchronous
communication using non-blocking communication
routines. For visualization we utilize the AVS
environment [AVS/EXPRESS]. This software
includes a powerful programming interface and
many modules are available to expand its built-in

Even for large datasets AVS allows an efficient
visualization of scalar and vector fields. Isosurfaces,
isovolumes and streamlines are utilized to display the
airflow and the distribution of the PMV-Index inside
the office.
A special AVS module [IAC] allows the CAD
geometry to be imported directly. The data of the
simulation kernel and the modeler are combined
within AVS and visualized.
Additional interfaces and communication systems are
required for data exchange between the main
modules. For the model data transfer, one way
interfaces connect the main modules for modeling,
computing
and
visualization.
Bidirectional
communication modules are required for the HVAC
software agents to query sensor data and timing
information. Their implementation is based on the
TCP/IP socket communication protocol.
The virtual design space may externally be modified
by additional engineers using PCs connected to the
Front-End-PC. This is possible by utilizing a multiuser-environment based on the freeware VNC
[RealVNC]. This software allows a remote sharing of
PC desktop over the intranet or internet. Only one
user at a time has control over the prototype via
mouse and keyboard. In the meantime the other
participants may monitor the modifications and their
comfort related implications on the desktop screen or
the VR screen. Additional software and hardware is
utilized for audio- and video-communication
between the users.
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Hardware
For modeling and visualization we use a 64-Bit dualCPU PC and a professional high performance
graphics card. The PC is directly connected to a
virtual reality environment where the numerical
results are displayed.
The virtual reality environment [Digital Image, 2004]
is based on a stereoscopic visualization system. Two
beamers equipped with directed polarization filters
project two images (one separate image from each of
the two outputs of the graphics card) on a transparent
screen. Polarization filters allow a separation of the
two images for the left and the right eye. For
operating the Virtual Reality environment, a 3D
motion tracker based on a magnetic system is used
[Ascension].
To obtain an acceptable response time between the
modification of the geometry and the computation /
visualization of the PMV results (i.e. within seconds
to minutes), high performance computing is required.
Therefore, the CFD kernel runs on a PC Cluster
including a Myrinet2000 network with a peak
performance of 250 GFLOPS delivered by its 96
CPU’s and approximately 150 GB RAM. An
additional high-speed optical Gigabit network
directly and exclusively connects the cluster and the
Front-End PC.
Geometry and HVAC Modeler
The basis for the modeler is the CAD-system
Autodesk Architectural Desktop, an extension of the
AutoCAD software which can be regarded as a defacto standard in civil engineering. This choice is
motivated by the systems powerful modeler which
offers a powerful Runtime Extensions, namely the
Autodesk AEC Object Modeling Framework (OMF),
and Autodesk ObjectARX [Autodesk]. These objectoriented programming interfaces allow an efficient
data exchange with the controlling process, the
communication modules, direct object geometry
access and an efficient internal connection between
design objects and software agents.
The ADT is serving as a framework for this
cooperative process between the different engineers.
All partial models of the engineers as well as the data
for interactive functionalities are integrated in a
single IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) product
model of the IAI (International Alliance for
Interoperability) [IFC].
The IFC is the most open product modeling
technology for the building construction today, but
object attributes required for numerical simulations
such as temperature, velocity or surface properties as
well as attributes for software agents are not included
in the IFC product model. To extend this product
model with additional data, lists of variables and

attributes can be attached to every object. The
IfcPropertySets offer such a functionality [Fahrig et
al., 2004].
The ADT can be utilized for the whole data
management including import, export and conversion
towards the IFC product model. The latest version of
ADT does not support product models out-of-thebox. With a special plug-in [IFC-Utility 2x for ADT
2004/2005] the ADT is able to handle product model
compliant data.
The Autodesk OMF, the C++ Runtime Extension
program of Autodesk ADT, can access the data of
the IFC product model objects and object-styles and
is capable of direct import and export. An IFC object
is directly converted to an OMF object, including
geometry and all attributes and IfcProperySet
extensions. These attributes are attached to the new
generated OMF object as Property Sets or objecttype attributes.
The optimization process is controlled by dedicated
functions implemented in the modeling tool. If a
modification exceeds a defined critical value, the
system will inform the user or, in simpler cases,
correct the modification. For example, a power
socket may only be placed on a wall in a distance of
30 cm above the floor; Input parameters for HVAC
or CFD boundary conditions may only be defined
within certain reasonable limits. Such built-in rules
for the behavior of objects or boundary conditions
are stored as additional object properties.
For an efficient workflow the user can drag
predefined objects from an object library into the
design space. The object library includes common
types of furnishings, building units and HVAC
components.
HVAC Agents
Before starting with a detailed description of our
agent based system, we introduce the agent concept
by quoting some concise definitions [Theiß et al.,
2003]:
”An agent is a system that tries to fulfill a set of goals
in a complex, dynamic environment. An agent is
situated in the environment: it can sense the
environment through its sensors and act upon the
environment using its actuators.“ Maes (MIT)
”To summarize, agents are simply computer systems
that are capable of autonomous action in some
environment in order to meet their design
objectives.“ Wooldridge (University of Liverpool)
”An agent is an object that can say ”go“ (dynamic
autonomy as the ability to initiate action without
external invocation) and ”no“ (deterministic
autonomy as the ability to refuse or modify an
external request).“ Bauer et al. (Siemens)
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HVAC-Inlet Agent

HVAC-Sensor Agents

Figure 2: Software agents as geometrical objects within the modeler (ADT) of the prototype
The challenge of our simulation concept for HVAC
Measuring, Control and Regulation Techniques is the
integration of Software Agents into the ADT to
extend the interactive modeler to function as an
automatic feedback system.
In our system we use two different types of agents:
An inlet agent who represents the air conditioning
unit with all its functions and regulation behaviors.
The second type is the sensor agent which is
responsible for measuring data queried by the inlet
agent. These agents represent geometrical objects
which can be moved and modified by the user like
any other objects of the project within the modeler
(see Figure 2). The agents are integrated into the
modeler using the Autodesk OMF technology and
the class library QT [Trolltech, 2004]. Multiple
sensor and inlet agents can be combined and linked
within a single simulation scenario.
Figure 3 shows a scheme with the main functions of
the software agents. The sensor agent handles only a
small set of data obtained from measuring local CFD
data within the virtual room. After reasonable
intervals the sensor queries and receives comfortrelevant data like temperature and velocity directly
from the simulation kernel via an integrated socket
interface. Each new generated sensor agent is
appended to a list of one or more inlet agents which
exist in the model.

The inlet agent controls the airflow stream and
represents the air conditioning system including the
Control and Regulation Techniques. The measured
data are analyzed and compared to predefined values
(for example min, max or temperature average) by
the regulator, the main process of this agent. This
regulator controls the air streams to characteristic
curves, PMV-index field diagrams or simple linear
functions. All regulation parameters can be modified
for each agent during runtime of the simulation by a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) within the modeler.
Because all regulation and measuring processes are
time-dependent, a timer is needed, giving an impulse
to the agents. The timer is controlled by the
simulation kernel which defines a global time scale.
Several qualitatively different scenarios can be
realized within this software agent framework: The
first scenario is dealing with the optimization of the
parameters for the Control and Regulation
Techniques. Here the user has access to the global
characteristic curve of an AC inlet via a GUI. He can
modify all relevant parameters of the curve like
effective dead time, build up time, delay time,
inflection point, controlled variables and others. In
case of a PMV-index field diagram for regulation,
the engineer can fit the dimensions of the field for an
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Figure 3: Scheme of HVAC software agents
optimal cost-benefit ratio of energy consumption to
PMV.

automated simulation batch run starting with a
minimum of air cooling and low inflow velocities.

Within this application scenario, the building control
systems engineer can study the time dependent
behavior of the installation and thus for example
avoid oscillations caused by wrong parameters which
can result in an unstable system.

If the stipulated temperature is not reached in the
specified time, the agent will automatically start a
new simulation run with progressive increased air
cooling limited to a given value, followed by
increased velocity of the air stream. The batch run is
automatically finished if the desired HVAC power
output is obtained to allow appropriate cooling of the
room during the stipulated time intervall.

The process can be combined with the geometrical
positioning of the HVAC installation (inlets, outlets
and sensors).
The second scenario of a temperature-dependent
regulation of the incoming air stream is presented in
more detail in the next section.
The last scenario differs from the others, because no
interactive processes of the prototype are integrated.
It allows an automatic dimensioning of the heating
and cooling capacities of the inlets. In this case, the
room layout including all heat sources (people,
electrical devices, illumination) is required.
Parameters for the worst case state and the
ventilation requirements are defined and transferred
to a software agent. These parameters contain the
maximum expected room temperature as a starting
condition for the simulation, the stipulated
temperature and the maximum time, the whole room
or defined areas (like the workplace) which has/have
to be climatically adjusted. The agent starts a fully

A PRELIMINARY SIMULATION
In the following section, a simplified simulation
scenario defined by an autonomous, temperaturedependent regulation of the incoming air stream
direction is presented.
Figure 4 shows a sketch of a ceiling-installation of an
air-conditioning system. The jet direction is deflected
by servo-controlled fins. The angle of these fins
depends on the difference of the inflow air
temperature and the room temperature.
In case of a high deviation of ΔT ≥ 6° Kelvin, the air
will be vertically injected, in case of a zero deviation,
a horizontal air injection is defined. In intermediate
states the angle is continuously adjusted with a linear
behavior from 0° to 90° for the left and the right side.
[Recknagel, 2005].
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For this simulation example one inlet agent handling
the regulation and two sensor-agents for
measurements are required. These agents are
positioned at user-defined positions within the room
and also within the air pipe.

Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the temperature field of
the two simulation runs after a few minutes.
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Figure 4: Temperature regulated air stream
adjustment
In the following simulation we compare two test
cases within a simple room geometry combined with
an inlet centered on the ceiling. In the first case, the
inlet has no active regulation techniques
implemented like common HVAC simulations with a
vertical air injection. In the second case the described
agent regulation is activated. The room temperature
is initiated with 10°C and will be heated by the
incoming air with a temperature of 25°C.
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Figure 5: Temperature distribution and measuring
points within the room without (top) and
with (bottom) regulation techniques
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Chart 1: PMV Index at measuring points without regulation system
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Chart 2: PMV Index at measuring points with regulation system
We observe a significant difference of the
temperature distribution within the room. The
computation with integrated controlling shows a
more homogeneous temperature distribution.
For a qualitative analysis of the two cases we place
two measuring points (MP 1 and MP 2) into the
system as shown in Figure 5, measuring the actual
velocity and temperature. The inlet regulation
depends on the measuring data of MP 2. The PMV
Index for both points is shown in chart 1 and 2 for a
typical time interval. For the PMV calculation, a
metabolic Rate of 1,0 met, a clothing level of 0,7 clo
and a relative humidity of 50 % has been assumed.
[Ritschel, 1994].
Chart 1 without regulation techniques shows a
smooth characteristic while the curve in Chart 2
contains some fluctuations at MP 1 and an offset at
MP 2 caused by the regulation system. The absolute
values in later stages differ by up to 40 %. More
realistic scenarios are presently investigated.

DISCUSSION
The integration of Measuring, Control and
Regulation Techniques brings new aspects in HVAC
system simulations and has the potential to conduct
more accurate and realistic simulations. The transient
behavior of HVAC systems can be studied and
optimized in an intuitive manner. In combination
with the computational steering features of the
prototype, the building systems engineer has the
possibility to “play” with the parameters which
characterize the HVAC behavior.
The previous examples only present a small subset of
the potential field of applications. The utilization of
an object-oriented software agent system allows a
simulation of a wide variety of problems in the area
of control and regulation.
Beside the interactive simulations, agents can also be
used for simple batch automation like the
dimensioning of a HVAC system or sensitivity
analyses for which normally several simulation runs
with
expensive
and
iterative
subsequent
modifications of the parameters are required.
Computational dimensioning of an HVAC
installation has a high potential for cost savings,
because unlike with the majority of the available
methods, one can for instance optimize specific
regions of a room instead of the whole room. In this
case, and the required HVAC system may be
dimensioned much smaller and thus cheaper.
Improvements of the prototype for practical
applications are possible by implementing a
component library for HVAC systems including
heating and cooling elements, valves or piping with
individual characteristic curves which can be
modified by the building systems engineer. At
present, only a single characteristic curve for each
inlet is implemented.
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CONCLUSION
A prototype of a computational steering environment
as the one described above can substantially reduce
the time for many complex optimization processes
which otherwise require a lot of manual interaction
during the design process.
The use of Measuring, Control and Regulation
Techniques within thermal simulations can reduce
the life cycle and consumption costs of HVAC
systems. It is also an essential modeling extension to
provide more realistic results in simulations. The
implementation of software agents is a reasonable
way to handle these coupled processes and provides
an enormous potential for further extensions.
Especially in the design phase of complex and
expensive buildings, functional optimization by
interactive CFD analysis is likely to gain more
importance. This development will be accelerated by
further progress with respect to computer hardware
and the efficiency of numerical techniques. Their
combination will allow a reliable prediction of the
behavior of complex engineering systems in the early
design phase. Presently the required hardware for
interactive computing like PC clusters as used for
this project is becoming affordable for engineering
consultants.
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